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Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1962)

New Deal and Great Society liberals waged a long campaign against malapportioned state and federal
legislative districts. Through a combination of legislative gerrymandering and inertia, population in most legislative
districts by the end of World War II varied dramatically. Quite frequently, the population of one electoral district
was ten times more than the population of another electoral district with the same power to elect one representative.
Liberals opposed these malapportionments for two reasons. First, malapportioned districts were inconsistent with
the general democratic principles and commitment to equality underlying mid-twentieth century liberalism. Second,
malapportionment often favored conservative rural voters at the expense of more liberal urban voters. This gave an
electoral and legislative edge to Republicans and conservative Democrats. Political efforts to dramatically
reapportion legislatures faced stiff resistance from many incumbent politicians and interests.
Federal litigation initially proved no more successful. A 4–3 majority in Colegrove v. Green (1946)
refused to determine whether malapportioned congressional districts in Illinois violated the “guarantee of republican
government” clause in the Constitution. Justice Frankfurter’s opinion for the short-handed Court was joined by
only two other justices:
The short of it is that the Constitution has conferred upon Congress exclusive authority to secure
fair representation by the States in the popular House and left to that House determination
whether States have fulfilled their responsibility. If Congress failed in exercising its powers,
whereby standards of fairness are offended, the remedy ultimately lies with the people. Whether
Congress faithfully discharges its duty or not, the subject has been committed to the exclusive
control of Congress. An aspect of government from which the judiciary, in view of what is
involved, has been excluded by the clear intention of the Constitution cannot be entered by the
federal courts because Congress may have been in default in exacting from States obedience to its
mandate.
“Courts ought not to enter this political thicket,” Frankfurter concluded. Justice Rutledge’s concurring opinion
declared that the justices might be able to adjudicate this dispute in some circumstances, but that those
circumstances were not present in the case before the Court.
A decade later, proponents of reapportionment made another effort, one that focused on Tennessee.
Although the Tennessee Constitution provided that seats in the state legislature should be apportioned by
population every ten years, the state legislature had not attempted a reapportionment in a half a century. One
consequence was that one state legislator represented 2,000 voters in some rural counties, while one state legislator
represented almost 50,000 voters in some urban counties. Backed by a variety of interest groups, Charles Baker and
other voters filed suit in federal district court against Tennessee Secretary of State Joe Carr. They sought a
declaration that the existing state statutes apportioning the legislative districts violated the equal protection clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment and an injunction blocking the state from holding any future elections under that
apportionment scheme. A three-judge district court panel dismissed the suit on the ground that reapportionment
raised non-justiciable political questions. Baker appealed to the Supreme Court of the United States. The Kennedy
administration supported the interest groups seeking to reapportion the Tennessee state legislature. Solicitor
General Archibald Cox submitted an amicus brief and argued before the Supreme Court in favor of federal
jurisdiction
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The Supreme Court by a 6–2 decision declared that apportionment schemes were justifiable under the equal
protection clause. Justice Brennan’s majority opinion set out the modern formulation of the political question
doctrinebut insisted that apportionment met none of the accepted standards for non-justiciability. What were the
standards for a political question? What did Brennan think Baker was not a political question? Why did the
dissent disagree. Who has the better argument? What was the significance of changing the locus of the
constitutional foundation of the claim against malapportioned legislative districts from the guarantee clause to the
equal protection clause? Justice Clark’s concurring opinion in the case began as a dissent. Clark changed his mind
when writing, concluding that judicial intervention was the only remedy available.

JUSTICE BRENNAN delivered the opinion of the Court.
...
We hold that the District Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter of the federal constitutional
claim asserted in the complaint.
. . . We hold that the appellants do have standing to maintain this suit. . . .
These appellants seek relief in order to protect or vindicate an interest of their own, and of those
similarly situated. Their constitutional claim is, in substance, that the 1901 statute constitutes arbitrary
and capricious state action, offensive to the Fourteenth Amendment in its irrational disregard of the
standard of apportionment prescribed by the State’s Constitution or of any standard, effecting a gross
disproportion of representation to voting population. The injury which appellants assert is that this
classification disfavors the voters in the counties in which they reside, placing them in a position of
constitutionally unjustifiable inequality vis-à-vis voters in irrationally favored counties. A citizen’s right to
a vote free of arbitrary impairment by state action has been judicially recognized as a right secured by the
Constitution, when such impairment resulted from dilution by a false tally, cf. United States v. Classic
(1941). . . .
...
In holding that the subject matter of this suit was not justiciable, the District Court relied on
Colegrove v. Green (1946), and subsequent per curiam cases. . . . We understand the District Court to have
read the cited cases as compelling the conclusion that since the appellants sought to have a legislative
apportionment held unconstitutional, their suit presented a “political question” and was therefore
nonjusticiable. We hold that this challenge to an apportionment presents no nonjusticiable “political
question.” The cited cases do not hold the contrary.
Of course the mere fact that the suit seeks protection of a political right does not mean it presents
a political question. Such an objection “is little more than a play upon words.” . . .
We hold that the claim pleaded here neither rests upon nor implicates the Guaranty Clause and
that its justiciability is therefore not foreclosed by our decisions of cases involving that clause. The District
Court misinterpreted Colegrove v. Green and other decisions of this Court on which it relied. Appellants’
claim that they are being denied equal protection is justiciable, and if “discrimination is sufficiently
shown, the right to relief under the equal protection clause is not diminished by the fact that the
discrimination relates to political rights.”
. . . [I]n the Guaranty Clause cases and in the other “political question” cases, it is the relationship
between the judiciary and the coordinate branches of the Federal Government, and not the federal
judiciary’s relationship to the States, which gives rise to the “political question.”
We have said that “In determining whether a question falls within [the political question]
category, the appropriateness under our system of government of attributing finality to the action of the
political departments and also the lack of satisfactory criteria for a judicial determination are dominant
considerations.” Coleman v. Miller (1939). . . . The nonjusticiability of a political question is primarily a
function of the separation of powers. Much confusion results from the capacity of the “political question”
label to obscure the need for case-by-case inquiry. Deciding whether a matter has in any measure been
committed by the Constitution to another branch of government, or whether the action of that branch
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exceeds whatever authority has been committed, is itself a delicate exercise in constitutional
interpretation, and is a responsibility of this Court as ultimate interpreter of the Constitution. . . .
Foreign relations: There are sweeping statements to the effect that all questions touching foreign
relations are political questions. Not only does resolution of such issues frequently turn on standards that
defy judicial application, or involve the exercise of a discretion demonstrably committed to the executive
or legislature; but many such questions uniquely demand single-voiced statement of the Government’s
views. Yet it is error to suppose that every case or controversy which touches foreign relations lies
beyond judicial cognizance. . . . For example, though a court will not ordinarily inquire whether a treaty
has been terminated, since on that question “governmental action . . . must be regarded as of controlling
importance,” if there has been no conclusive “governmental action” then a court can construe a treaty
and may find it provides the answer.
Dates of duration of hostilities: Though it has been stated broadly that “the power which declared
the necessity is the power to declare its cessation, and what the cessation requires,” . . . here too analysis
reveals isolable reasons for the presence of political questions, underlying this Court’s refusal to review
the political departments’ determination of when or whether a war has ended. Dominant is the need for
finality in the political determination, for emergency’s nature demands “A prompt and unhesitating
obedience.” . . . But deference rests on reason, not habit. The question in a particular case may not
seriously implicate considerations of finality—e. g., a public program of importance (rent control) yet not
central to the emergency effort. . . .
Validity of enactments: In Coleman v. Miller (1939), this Court held that the questions of how long a
proposed amendment to the Federal Constitution remained open to ratification, and what effect a prior
rejection had on a subsequent ratification, were committed to congressional resolution and involved
criteria of decision that necessarily escaped the judicial grasp. . . .
The status of Indian tribes: This Court’s deference to the political departments in determining
whether Indians are recognized as a tribe, while it reflects familiar attributes of political questions, . . .
also has a unique element in that “the relation of the Indians to the United States is marked by peculiar
and cardinal distinctions which exist nowhere else. . . . [The Indians are] domestic dependent nations . . .
in a state of pupilage. Their relation to the United States resembles that of a ward to his guardian.” The
Cherokee Nation v. Georgia (1831). . . . Yet, here too, there is no blanket rule. While “‘It is for [Congress] . . .
, and not for the courts, to determine when the true interests of the Indian require his release from [the]
condition of tutelage’ . . . , it is not meant by this that Congress may bring a community or body of people
within the range of this power by arbitrarily calling them an Indian tribe. . . .” Able to discern what is
“distinctly Indian,” . . . the courts will strike down any heedless extension of that label. They will not
stand impotent before an obvious instance of a manifestly unauthorized exercise of power.
It is apparent that several formulations which vary slightly according to the settings in which the
questions arise may describe a political question, although each has one or more elements which identify
it as essentially a function of the separation of powers. Prominent on the surface of any case held to
involve a political question is found a textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of the issue to a
coordinate political department; or a lack of judicially discoverable and manageable standards for
resolving it; or the impossibility of deciding without an initial policy determination of a kind clearly for
nonjudicial discretion; or the impossibility of a court’s undertaking independent resolution without
expressing lack of the respect due coordinate branches of government; or an unusual need for
unquestioning adherence to a political decision already made; or the potentiality of embarrassment from
multifarious pronouncements by various departments on one question.
But it is argued that this case shares the characteristics of decisions that constitute a category not
yet considered, cases concerning the Constitution’s guaranty, in Art. IV, § 4, of a republican form of
government. A conclusion as to whether the case at bar does present a political question cannot be
confidently reached until we have considered those cases with special care. We shall discover that
Guaranty Clause claims involve those elements which define a “political question,” and for that reason
and no other, they are nonjusticiable. In particular, we shall discover that the nonjusticiability of such
claims has nothing to do with their touching upon matters of state governmental organization.
...
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. . . [S]everal factors were thought by the Court in Luther v. Borden (1849) to make the question
there “political”: the commitment to the other branches of the decision as to which is the lawful state
government; the unambiguous action by the President, in recognizing the charter government as the
lawful authority; the need for finality in the executive’s decision; and the lack of criteria by which a court
could determine which form of government was republican.
But the only significance that Luther could have for our immediate purposes is in its holding that
the Guaranty Clause is not a repository of judicially manageable standards which a court could utilize
independently in order to identify a State’s lawful government. . . .
...
We come, finally, to the ultimate inquiry whether our precedents as to what constitutes a
nonjusticiable “political question” bring the case before us under the umbrella of that doctrine. A natural
beginning is to note whether any of the common characteristics which we have been able to identify and
label descriptively are present. We find none: The question here is the consistency of state action with the
Federal Constitution. We have no question decided, or to be decided, by a political branch of government
coequal with this Court. Nor do we risk embarrassment of our government abroad, or grave disturbance
at home if we take issue with Tennessee as to the constitutionality of her action here challenged. Nor need
the appellants, in order to succeed in this action, ask the Court to enter upon policy determinations for
which judicially manageable standards are lacking. Judicial standards under the Equal Protection Clause
are well developed and familiar, and it has been open to courts since the enactment of the Fourteenth
Amendment to determine, if on the particular facts they must, that a discrimination reflects no policy, but
simply arbitrary and capricious action.
This case does, in one sense, involve the allocation of political power within a State, and the
appellants might conceivably have added a claim under the Guaranty Clause. Of course, as we have seen,
any reliance on that clause would be futile. But because any reliance on the Guaranty Clause could not
have succeeded it does not follow that appellants may not be heard on the equal protection claim which
in fact they tender. True, it must be clear that the Fourteenth Amendment claim is not so enmeshed with
those political question elements which render Guaranty Clause claims nonjusticiable as actually to
present a political question itself. But we have found that not to be the case here.
...
We conclude that the complaint’s allegations of a denial of equal protection present a justiciable
constitutional cause of action upon which appellants are entitled to a trial and a decision. The right
asserted is within the reach of judicial protection under the Fourteenth Amendment.
JUSTICE CLARK, concurring.
. . . I would not consider intervention by this Court into so delicate a field if there were any other
relief available to the people of Tennessee. But the majority of the people of Tennessee have no “practical
opportunities for exerting their political weight at the polls” to correct the existing “invidious
discrimination.” Tennessee has no initiative and referendum. I have searched diligently for other
“practical opportunities” present under the law. I find none other than through the federal courts. The
majority of the voters have been caught up in a legislative strait jacket. Tennessee has an “informed,
civically militant electorate” and “an aroused popular conscience,” but it does not sear “the conscience of
the people’s representatives.” This is because the legislative policy has riveted the present seats in the
Assembly to their respective constituencies, and by the votes of their incumbents a reapportionment of
any kind is prevented. The people have been rebuffed at the hands of the Assembly; they have tried the
constitutional convention route, but since the call must originate in the Assembly it, too, has been
fruitless. They have tried Tennessee courts with the same result, and Governors have fought the tide only
to flounder. It is said that there is recourse in Congress and perhaps that may be, but from a practical
standpoint this is without substance. To date Congress has never undertaken such a task in any State. We
therefore must conclude that the people of Tennessee are stymied and without judicial intervention will
be saddled with the present discrimination in the affairs of their state government.
...
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. . . It is well for this Court to practice self-restraint and discipline in constitutional adjudication,
but never in its history have those principles received sanction where the national rights of so many have
been so clearly infringed for so long a time. National respect for the courts is more enhanced through the
forthright enforcement of those rights rather than by rendering them nugatory through the interposition
of subterfuges. In my view the ultimate decision today is in the greatest tradition of this Court.
JUSTICE DOUGLAS, concurring.
...
JUSTICE STEWART, concurring.
...

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER, with whom JUSTICE HARLAN joins, dissenting.
The Court today reverses a uniform course of decision established by a dozen cases, including
one by which the very claim now sustained was unanimously rejected only five years ago. The
impressive body of rulings thus cast aside reflected the equally uniform course of our political history
regarding the relationship between population and legislative representation—a wholly different matter
from denial of the franchise to individuals because of race, color, religion or sex. Such a massive
repudiation of the experience of our whole past in asserting destructively novel judicial power demands
a detailed analysis of the role of this Court in our constitutional scheme. Disregard of inherent limits in
the effective exercise of the Court’s “judicial Power” not only presages the futility of judicial intervention
in the essentially political conflict of forces by which the relation between population and representation
has time out of mind been and now is determined. It may well impair the Court’s position as the ultimate
organ of “the supreme Law of the Land” in that vast range of legal problems, often strongly entangled in
popular feeling, on which this Court must pronounce. The Court’s authority—possessed of neither the
purse nor the sword—ultimately rests on sustained public confidence in its moral sanction. Such feeling
must be nourished by the Court’s complete detachment, in fact and in appearance, from political
entanglements and by abstention from injecting itself into the clash of political forces in political
settlements.
A hypothetical claim resting on abstract assumptions is now for the first time made the basis for
affording illusory relief for a particular evil even though it foreshadows deeper and more pervasive
difficulties in consequence. The claim is hypothetical and the assumptions are abstract because the Court
does not vouchsafe the lower courts—state and federal—guidelines for formulating specific, definite,
wholly unprecedented remedies for the inevitable litigations that today’s umbrageous disposition is
bound to stimulate in connection with politically motivated reapportionments in so many States. In such
a setting, to promulgate jurisdiction in the abstract is meaningless. It is as devoid of reality as “a brooding
omnipresence in the sky,” for it conveys no intimation what relief, if any, a District Court is capable of
affording that would not invite legislatures to play ducks and drakes with the judiciary. For this Court to
direct the District Court to enforce a claim to which the Court has over the years consistently found itself
required to deny legal enforcement and at the same time to find it necessary to withhold any guidance to
the lower court how to enforce this turnabout, new legal claim, manifests an odd—indeed an esoteric—
conception of judicial propriety. . . . Even assuming the indispensable intellectual disinterestedness on the
part of judges in such matters, they do not have accepted legal standards or criteria or even reliable
analogies to draw upon for making judicial judgments. To charge courts with the task of accommodating
the incommensurable factors of policy that underlie these mathematical puzzles is to attribute, however
flatteringly, omnicompetence to judges. The Framers of the Constitution persistently rejected a proposal
that embodied this assumption and Thomas Jefferson never entertained it.
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. . . In effect, today’s decision empowers the courts of the country to devise what should
constitute the proper composition of the legislatures of the fifty States. If state courts should for one
reason or another find themselves unable to discharge this task, the duty of doing so is put on the federal
courts or on this Court, if State views do not satisfy this Court’s notion of what is proper districting.
We were soothingly told at the bar of this Court that we need not worry about the kind of
remedy a court could effectively fashion once the abstract constitutional right to have courts pass on a
state-wide system of electoral districting is recognized as a matter of judicial rhetoric, because legislatures
would heed the Court’s admonition. This is not only a euphoric hope. It implies a sorry confession of
judicial impotence in place of a frank acknowledgment that there is not under our Constitution a judicial
remedy for every political mischief, for every undesirable exercise of legislative power. The Framers
carefully and with deliberate forethought refused so to enthrone the judiciary. In this situation, as in
others of like nature, appeal for relief does not belong here. Appeal must be to an informed, civically
militant electorate. In a democratic society like ours, relief must come through an aroused popular
conscience that sears the conscience of the people’s representatives. In any event there is nothing
judicially more unseemly nor more self-defeating than for this Court to make in terrorem
pronouncements, to indulge in merely empty rhetoric, sounding a word of promise to the ear, sure to be
disappointing to the hope.
...
The Colegrove doctrine, in the form in which repeated decisions have settled it, was not an
innovation. It represents long judicial thought and experience. From its earliest opinions this Court has
consistently recognized a class of controversies which do not lend themselves to judicial standards and
judicial remedies. To classify the various instances as “political questions” is rather a form of stating this
conclusion than revealing of analysis. Some of the cases so labeled have no relevance here. But from
others emerge unifying considerations that are compelling.
1. The cases concerning war or foreign affairs, for example, are usually explained by the necessity
of the country’s speaking with one voice in such matters. While this concern alone undoubtedly accounts
for many of the decisions, others do not fit the pattern. It would hardly embarrass the conduct of war
were this Court to determine, in connection with private transactions between litigants, the date upon
which war is to be deemed terminated. . . . A controlling factor in such cases is that, decision respecting
these kinds of complex matters of policy being traditionally committed not to courts but to the political
agencies of government for determination by criteria of political expediency, there exists no standard
ascertainable by settled judicial experience or process by reference to which a political decision affecting
the question at issue between the parties can be judged. . . .
This may be, like so many questions of law, a matter of degree. Questions have arisen under the
Constitution to which adjudication gives answer although the criteria for decision are less than
unwavering bright lines. Often in these cases illumination was found in the federal structures established
by, or the underlying presuppositions of, the Constitution. With respect to such questions, the Court has
recognized that, concerning a particular power of Congress put in issue, “. . . effective restraints on its
exercise must proceed from political rather than from judicial processes.” Wickard v. Filburn (1942). . . .
But this is merely to acknowledge that particular circumstances may differ so greatly in degree as to
differ thereby in kind, and that, although within a certain range of cases on a continuum, no standard of
distinction can be found to tell between them, other cases will fall above or below the range. The doctrine
of political questions, like any other, is not to be applied beyond the limits of its own logic, with all the
quiddities and abstract disharmonies it may manifest. . . .
2. The Court has been particularly unwilling to intervene in matters concerning the structure and
organization of the political institutions of the States. The abstention from judicial entry into such areas
has been greater even than that which marks the Court’s ordinary approach to issues of state power
challenged under broad federal guarantees.” We should be very reluctant to decide that we had
jurisdiction in such a case, and thus in an action of this nature to supervise and review the political
administration of a state government by its own officials and through its own courts. The jurisdiction of
this court would only exist in case there had been . . . such a plain and substantial departure from the
fundamental principles upon which our government is based that it could with truth and propriety be
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said that if the judgment were suffered to remain, the party aggrieved would be deprived of his life,
liberty or property in violation of the provisions of the Federal Constitution.”
3. The cases involving Negro disfranchisement are no exception to the principle of avoiding
federal judicial intervention into matters of state government in the absence of an explicit and clear
constitutional imperative. For here the controlling command of Supreme Law is plain and unequivocal.
An end of discrimination against the Negro was the compelling motive of the Civil War Amendments.
The Fifteenth expresses this in terms, and it is no less true of the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth. . . .
4. The Court has refused to exercise its jurisdiction to pass on “abstract questions of political
power, of sovereignty, of government.” . . . The “political question” doctrine, in this aspect, reflects the
policies underlying the requirement of “standing”: that the litigant who would challenge official action
must claim infringement of an interest particular and personal to himself, as distinguished from a cause
of dissatisfaction with the general frame and functioning of government—a complaint that the political
institutions are awry. . . . The crux of the matter is that courts are not fit instruments of decision where
what is essentially at stake is the composition of those large contests of policy traditionally fought out in
non-judicial forums, by which governments and the actions of governments are made and unmade. . . .
...
5. The influence of these converging considerations—the caution not to undertake decision where
standards meet for judicial judgment are lacking, the reluctance to interfere with matters of state
government in the absence of an unquestionable and effectively enforceable mandate, the unwillingness
to make courts arbiters of the broad issues of political organization historically committed to other
institutions and for whose adjustment the judicial process is ill-adapted—has been decisive of the settled
line of cases, reaching back more than a century, which holds that Art. IV, § 4, of the Constitution,
guaranteeing to the States “a Republican Form of Government,” is not enforceable through the courts.
...
The present case involves all of the elements that have made the Guarantee Clause cases nonjusticiable. It is, in effect, a Guarantee Clause claim masquerading under a different label. But it cannot
make the case more fit for judicial action that appellants invoke the Fourteenth Amendment rather than
Art. IV, § 4, where, in fact, the gist of their complaint is the same—unless it can be found that the
Fourteenth Amendment speaks with greater particularity to their situation. . . .
...
What, then, is this question of legislative apportionment? Appellants invoke the right to vote and
to have their votes counted. But they are permitted to vote and their votes are counted. They go to the
polls, they cast their ballots, they send their representatives to the state councils. Their complaint is
simply that the representatives are not sufficiently numerous or powerful—in short, that Tennessee has
adopted a basis of representation with which they are dissatisfied. Talk of “debasement” or “dilution” is
circular talk. One cannot speak of “debasement” or “dilution” of the value of a vote until there is first
defined a standard of reference as to what a vote should be worth. What is actually asked of the Court in
this case is to choose among competing bases of representation—ultimately, really, among competing
theories of political philosophy—in order to establish an appropriate frame of government for the State of
Tennessee and thereby for all the States of the Union.
In such a matter, abstract analogies which ignore the facts of history deal in unrealities; they
betray reason. This is not a case in which a State has, through a device however oblique and
sophisticated, denied Negroes or Jews or redheaded persons a vote, or given them only a third or a sixth
of a vote. That was Gomillion v. Lightfoot (1960). What Tennessee illustrates is an old and still widespread
method of representation—representation by local geographical division, only in part respective of
population—in preference to others, others, forsooth, more appealing. Appellants contest this choice and
seek to make this Court the arbiter of the disagreement. They would make the Equal Protection Clause
the charter of adjudication, asserting that the equality which it guarantees comports, if not the assurance
of equal weight to every voter’s vote, at least the basic conception that representation ought to be
proportionate to population, a standard by reference to which the reasonableness of apportionment plans
may be judged.
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To find such a political conception legally enforceable in the broad and unspecific guarantee of
equal protection is to rewrite the Constitution. . . . Certainly “equal protection” is no more secure a
foundation for judicial judgment of the permissibility of varying forms of representative government
than is “Republican Form.” . . .
...
Manifestly, the Equal Protection Clause supplies no clearer guide for judicial examination of
apportionment methods than would the Guarantee Clause itself. Apportionment, by its character, is a
subject of extraordinary complexity, involving—even after the fundamental theoretical issues concerning
what is to be represented in a representative legislature have been fought out or compromised—
considerations of geography, demography, electoral convenience, economic and social cohesions or
divergencies among particular local groups, communications, the practical effects of political institutions
like the lobby and the city machine, ancient traditions and ties of settled usage, respect for proven
incumbents of long experience and senior status, mathematical mechanics, censuses compiling relevant
data, and a host of others. Legislative responses throughout the country to the reapportionment demands
of the 1960 Census have glaringly confirmed that these are not factors that lend themselves to evaluations
of a nature that are the staple of judicial determinations or for which judges are equipped to adjudicate by
legal training or experience or native wit. And this is the more so true because in every strand of this
complicated, intricate web of values meet the contending forces of partisan politics. The practical
significance of apportionment is that the next election results may differ because of it. Apportionment
battles are overwhelmingly party or intra-party contests. It will add a virulent source of friction and
tension in federal-state relations to embroil the federal judiciary in them.
Although the District Court had jurisdiction in the very restricted sense of power to determine
whether it could adjudicate the claim, the case is of that class of political controversy which, by the nature
of its subject, is unfit for federal judicial action. The judgment of the District Court, in dismissing the
complaint for failure to state a claim on which relief can be granted, should therefore be affirmed.
JUSTICE HARLAN, with whom JUSTICE FRANKFURTER joins, dissenting.
...
I can find nothing in the Equal Protection Clause or elsewhere in the Federal Constitution which
expressly or impliedly supports the view that state legislatures must be so structured as to reflect with
approximate equality the voice of every voter. Not only is that proposition refuted by history, as shown
by my Brother FRANKFURTER, but it strikes deep into the heart of our federal system. Its acceptance
would require us to turn our backs on the regard which this Court has always shown for the judgment of
state legislatures and courts on matters of basically local concern.
...
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